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INSIDE INFORMATION
COMMENCEMENT OF NEW BUSINESS ACTIVITY
This announcement is made by Q Technology (Group) Company Limited (the “Company” and,
together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) pursuant to Rule 13.09 of the Rules Governing the
Listing of Securities on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (“Listing Rules”) and the
Inside Information Provisions under Part XIVA of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Chapter
571, Laws of Hong Kong).
Reference is made to the interim results announcement for the six months ended 30 June 2015 of
the Company dated 27 August 2015 in relation to the cooperation established between the Group
and Fingerprint Cards AB (“FPC”) from Sweden, which greatly improved the ability of the Group
to launch new products featuring the fingerprint recognition technology.
The board (“Board”) of directors (“Directors”) of the Company wishes to inform the shareholders
of the Company and potential investors that the Group has made substantial breakthrough in
developing new products featuring fingerprint recognition technology and has commenced mass
production and sales of fingerprint recognition modules (“Fingerprint Recognition Business”). In
January 2016, the Group had successfully secured the first batch of purchase orders or materials
preparing notice in respect of the supply of approximately five hundred thousand units fingerprint
recognition modules in aggregate to two leading Chinese smartphone brands manufacturers, both of
which are independent third parties as defined under the Listing Rules. According to the materials
preparing notice, the Group shall prepare specified amount of raw materials to cope with the
order(s) for fingerprint recognition modules from the customer in the next few months.
The Group is primarily engaged in the design, research, development, manufacture and sales
of camera modules with focus on mid-to-high end camera module markets for Chinese branded
smart phone and tablet PC manufacturers. The Board considers that the Fingerprint Recognition
Business will diversify the Group’s businesses and will help the Group to broaden its revenue
base. Accordingly, the Board is of the view that the commencement of the Fingerprint Recognition
Business is in the interest of the Company and its shareholders as a whole.
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Shareholders and potential investors are advised to exercise caution when dealing in the
shares of the Company.
By Order of the Board
Q Technology (Group) Company Limited
He Ningning
Chairman and Executive Director
Hong Kong, 29 January 2016
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